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It’s Like Riding a Bike
The story has many adverbs used in it. Read the story, and highlight the
adverbs of manner.
Nathan confidently buckled the strap of his bicycle helmet and
quickly pulled on his elbow and knee pads. He was eagerly waiting to try
out his new ramp, which he had received for his birthday.
Bella and Christopher, two kids who lived down the street,
stood nearby to watch him. Excitement hung in the air.

PREVIEW

Nathan climbed onto his bicycle. He neatly positioned himself on the sidewalk
for maximum speed. Then he pedaled. The wind whipped past him. He pedaled fast!
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The ramp sat up ahead. Nathan aimed for it. His front tire made the climb, and
his back tire followed. The bicycle suspended in the air for a few seconds before hitting
the ground.
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He made the jump a few more times before he handed over the bicycle for
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Bella to have a turn. She put on the helmet and pads, and she took her turn.
Christopher went next.
They all made their jumps successfully. Nathan loved his new bicycle ramp.
He felt as awesome as the coolest kid in town.

At last, it was time for Bella and Christopher to go home. They promised to
return tomorrow for more bike riding. Nathan couldn’t wait!
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It’s Like Riding a Bike
The story has many adverbs used in it. Read the story, and highlight the
adverbs of manner.
Nathan confidently buckled the strap of his bicycle helmet and
quickly pulled on his elbow and knee pads. He was eagerly waiting to try
out his new ramp, which he had received for his birthday.
Bella and Christopher, two kids who lived down the street,
stood nearby to watch him. Excitement hung in the air.

PREVIEW

Nathan climbed onto his bicycle. He neatly positioned himself on the sidewalk
for maximum speed. Then he pedaled. The wind whipped past him. He pedaled fast!
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The ramp sat up ahead. Nathan aimed for it. His front tire made the climb, and
his back tire followed. The bicycle suspended in the air for a few seconds before hitting
the ground.
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Bella to have a turn. She put on the helmet and pads, and she took her turn.
Christopher went next.
They all made their jumps successfully. Nathan loved his new bicycle ramp.
He felt as awesome as the coolest kid in town.

At last, it was time for Bella and Christopher to go home. They promised to
return tomorrow for more bike riding. Nathan couldn’t wait!
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